
Cantilever bench seating

Details
Manufactured by Continental bespoke for your facility, this cantilever bench seating is the best type of seating
to enable unencumbered cleaning underneath.

The bench slats are available in your choice of two materials, both of which are invisibly fixed to the steel
framework so that no fixings are visible on the top surface of the slat:

Three runs of natural solid white beech with clear lacquer
Two runs of 22m thick solid grade laminate

Standard dimensions are:

Height: Any height to suit your requirements
Depth: 345mm
Length: any length to suit your requirements

Steelwork is epoxy powder coated in a range of standard colours. Click here to see our standard range of Solid
Grade Laminate and epoxy powder coating colours.

PLEASE NOTE: Cantilever seating puts a potentially significant load on the wall and the wall must be suitably
strong. You should consider mis-use of the seating by teams standing on it and other excess load situations.
Cantilever seating is easier to cleaan under than wall to floor seating, but we strongly recommend wall to floor
seating as far more durable.

When ordering online, please select the total number of linear metres of benching you require. We will then
contact you to obtain drawings or to take measurements of your facility and provide bespoke drawings to suit.
If any adjustments to overal lengths are required at that stage we will make an adjustment to the final cost
prior to manufacture.

This seating must be fixed to a solid wall (i.e. blockwork or brickwork). The loadings on the wall can be high
(especially if mis-used by people standing on the benching) and many customers opt for wall to floor benching
with the floor fixed support legs to avoid this potential problem of mis-use.

The price shown above is PER LINEAR METRE and a modest AREA CHARGE will be added to your basket at
checkout to reflect the costs of travelling to your site to undertake installation - you can see the Area Charge
based on your postcode using the pricing box to the right.
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